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Abstract

In September 2006, during induction week, the French language tutors at the University of Northampton discovered that, John (not his real name), a registered blind student, had enrolled on their post A-level course. Although they had attended a session on accessible documents, the tutors concerned had no previous experience of teaching a non-sighted student. As expressed by Dickinson in 2005, it is ‘one thing to go on training about disabilities, [it is another] to have a blind student’ (836). This article therefore sets out to illustrate how the French tutors concerned adjusted their (online as well as offline) practices with a view to (1) creating a supportive, enabling, and inclusive teaching/learning (T/L) environment and (2) fostering independent learning (during, and outside of, lessons). Last but not least, this paper also offers suggestions for future, anticipatory adjustments to teaching strategies and (T/L as well as assessment) offline/online materials in line with the lessons learnt from the 2006-2008 academic years.
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Introduction

In November 2005, the University of Northampton’s French course leader was informed via email that a 17-year-old registered blind student, John (not his real name), had contacted the university with a view to studying French as part of a joint degree. Unfortunately, it is only in September 2006, during induction week, that the French department realized that the student in question had been accepted on their post A-level course. This article therefore intends to illustrate how the French tutors in question adjusted their (online as well as offline) practices so as to (1) create a supportive, enabling, and inclusive teaching/learning (T/L) environment and (2) foster independent learning (during, and outside of, lessons).

‘Independent’ is defined by The English Collins Dictionary - English Definition & Thesaurus as ‘not reliant on the support of others’ (2000); it is synonymous with ‘self-reliant’. Within the context of education, different terms are used in the literature to define and describe independent learning. However, a consensus seems to exist: independent learning should not be exclusively associated with learners working entirely on their own. Tutors play a key role in enabling and supporting independent learning. Hence, independent learning is (also) dependent on effective interactions between tutors and learners.

For a broad definition of student autonomy, one might quote Holec, for whom it is ‘the ability to take charge of one’s learning’ (1981, 3). Wenden (1991) has identified several attributes which characterize autonomous language students. However, in this article, only three are significant: (1) learners’ insights into their learning styles and their selection, then implementation, of appropriate
learning strategies; (2) their active approach to the learning activity to be completed and (3) their willingness to take risks (i.e., to use the target language).

Modern Foreign Languages (MFL) staff who are about to teach a visually impaired (VI) student for the very first time should not ignore Hodgson and Lewin-Jones’ recommendation: ‘the key here is balance, or maintaining the same language learning experience for all students, adapting where possible but not overcompensating’ (2007). The French language tutors endeavoured to heed their advice - which the following sections seek to illustrate.

**Recent national legislation**

‘Implemented in stages from December 1996, the Disability Discrimination Act [DDA] of 1995 set out new responsibilities for further and higher educational establishments’ (Bolt, 2004, 353). In 2001, the Special Educational Needs and Disability Act (SENDA) was introduced and became part four of the DDA. The latter part:

> ‘makes it unlawful for education and training providers and other related services to discriminate against people with disabilities. Essentially, there are three elements to this legislation: an extended definition of disability; an outline of general duties of organisations to promote equality and specific duties for HEIs’ (European Agency for Development in Special Needs Education, 2006).

The DDA’s keystone is the obligation for education providers to make ‘reasonable adjustments’ in every single area of student services: (offline as well as online) T/L resources, materials, assessment etc.

**The University of Northampton: background information in September 2006**

**French tutors**

In 2006, the French team felt utterly unprepared, and somewhat anxious, when discovering that they would be teaching a registered blind student. Indeed, although both members of staff had attended a training session on accessible documents, they had never taught a non-sighted student before. As stated by Dickinson in 2005, it is ‘one thing to go on training about disabilities, [it is quite another] to have a blind student’ (836).

**Access Ability Team and figures on students with disabilities**

The members of the Access Ability Team ‘promote equal opportunities and facilitate access to enable students who have disabilities, [...] specific learning differences [...], mental health difficulties or medical conditions, to achieve their full potential’ (The University of Northampton, 2008b). Only 0.24% of the University’s full-time undergraduate starters were blind/VI in 2005-2006 whereas dyslexic students accounted for 5.75% and autistic students for 0.09%; 88.99% had no known disability (The University of Northampton, 2006). Indeed, nationally, visual impairment is a low incidence disability. The percentage of blind students in British HEIs stood at 0.031 (Carrington-Porter, Patton and Roy, 1994, 42) in June 1991. An analysis of a database of all students in UK HEIs in 1995-1996 revealed that ‘students with a visual impairment constituted 0.12% of all students normally resident in the UK’ (Richardson and Roy, 2002, 37) - the percentage of blind students being even lower. In 2004-2005, only 434 UK-domiciled HE blind/partially sighted students graduated (Pumfrey, 2008, 39). In 2007, 696 706 undergraduates were in their first year - of whom 1 185 (0.0017%) blind/partially sighted (HESA, 2007) - as opposed to 0.0015% in
1996-1997 (HESA, 1997). One could therefore concur with Pumfrey who concluded that ‘the evidence [...] suggests that the UK is moving towards a more inclusive HE system’ (2008, 41)- if only at a considerably slow pace.

Indeed, only one blind/VI student enrolled at the University of Northampton in 2005, against three in 2006 (The University of Northampton, 2008a). It should be noted that John is the very first non-sighted student who has ever enrolled on a MFL course at the University of Northampton. Consequently, the Access Ability Team members had no previous experience in supporting lecturers teaching MFL to VI/ non-sighted students- hence, understandably, the limited guidance they were initially able to offer to the French tutors.

**Non-sighted student concerned**

John has a GCSE in French (grade B) and an A-level in French (grade D). He is an extremely approachable, cooperative, and adaptable young man who is not change-averse. He is an IT literate student who loves France (the country, its culture and its language- he undoubtedly enjoys speaking French). Although he displays a high level of Braille literacy, he prefers using Jaws, a screen reader with synthesized speech. John does not suffer from any additional impairment that may impede his linguistic and academic performance. One should emphasize at this point that the VI pupils ‘who [...] go on to university represent a highly selective group because they have managed to do so despite their impairment and greater difficulty in accessing written information’ (Klinkosz, Sekowski and Brambring, 2006, 666). Indeed, John demonstrates heightened memory skills together with both enhanced auditory skills and oral language abilities- two features which Cooper (1996, 7) and Nikolic advise teaching staff to make full use of:

‘The visually handicapped often display a marked talent for learning foreign languages. This seems to be the result of a particular aural sensitivity and the memory training which forms part of the rehabilitation process. Experience shows that [these] children [...] achieve excellent results in learning foreign languages, especially during the oral stage’ (1986, 220).

Before coming to the University of Northampton, John attended a secondary school where specialist teachers catered for his additional needs. Hence, understandably, his expectations that his HE tutors would be au fait with teaching non-sighted students. Initially, John’s unmet expectations inevitably engendered some degree of dissatisfaction and frustration on his part.

**Implementing ‘inclusion strategies’**

**Differentiated support**

The learning support assistant (LSA)

Students with additional needs are entitled to Disabled Students' Allowances (DSAs). These allowances assist the students in question with the additional disability-related costs directly connected with their studies. The DSAs may include financial help towards the additional expenses of travelling to the HEI concerned, a general allowance, a specialist equipment allowance, as well as a non-medical personal helper's allowance.

In John’s case, the French course leader and the Access Ability Team agreed that an ex-student of French, Beth (not her real name), would be his learning support assistant. Beth had been awarded an upper second-class honours degree in French and English the previous year and was selected by the French tutors for her level of French, her personality and maturity. As Hodgson and Lewin-Jones
contend, ‘the support is more effective if the LSW speaks the target language. This applies both in
the teaching sessions and outside the sessions. The VI students have to be in charge of their own
independent study outside the taught sessions, and the LSW can be useful in enabling this’ (2007).
However, Hodgson and Lewin-Jones also warn MFL tutors: ‘the emphasis has to be on
independence here, or else the VI student ends up having additional tuition that goes beyond what
the other students can access’ (2007). The aforementioned authors further explain that ‘there is a
temptation for the LSW to over-intervene and correct errors, for example, in homework tasks’
(2007)- hence the French course leader’s decision to arrange a meeting at the very beginning of
term one, during which the LSW’s role and remit were clearly explained to Beth and John.
Beth and John immediately got on well; sadly, not everything was as positive as her working
relationship with him:

‘The amount of training I’ve received has been almost nil. The Access Ability Team
[supplied me] with a booklet ‘What Barriers’ but that is very general. They also gave me a
booklet from the Royal National College for the Blind [RNCB] called ‘Sighted Guide
Technique’ but by the time I got that, I’d worked out with [John] how he wished me to help
him move around campus. […]

The staff meetings I’ve been to are mostly concerned with facilitators who take notes for
people, which of course I rarely do for [John]. I suppose that meeting someone either from
the RNCB or someone else who was blind, who could explain to me what a blind student
needs that other students take for granted, would have been one good aspect. Also, I should
mention the problems we had with Jaws, before we established a way of using it. I could
have done with some idea of how it works’ (2008).

Beth is referring to the high number of formally assessed online (translation, reading and listening
comprehension as well as grammar) activities that students must complete (1) on a weekly basis as
formative assessment and (2) as part of summative assessment. The weekly consolidation tasks (60
per module per year on average) have been designed by the French course leader with a quiz
authoring programme called Hot Potatoes, which is freely available to educational institutions. As
the latter software is not compatible with John’s assistive software, Beth’s main task was to help
John complete, like his sighted peers, his weekly online activities by putting the mouse cursor in
each of the appropriate blanks. John could then, like his sighted peers, type in his own answers. Let
us not forget that the literature has highlighted (1) that Information Communications Technology
(ICT) is a potentially important tool for the promotion of independent learning- since it enables
learners to increasingly take over responsibility for their own learning (General Teaching Council
for England, 2007) and (2) “how effective technology can greatly enhance the experience of the
disabled students” (Orsini-Jones, 2009, 31).

John’s sighted fellow-learners

As a supportive, enabling, and inclusive T/L environment can only be fostered if all the VI
student’s sighted peers in the cohort in question adapt accordingly, both French tutors sought to
generate an atmosphere conducive to better understanding and acceptance of other learners’
differences. Both French tutors asked John’s peers to always speak articulately, to answer one at a
time and only once their own name had been called out by the French tutor so that John may hear
everything that was being said, without having to rely on Beth to repeat what had just been said.
Both lecturers had to make reasonable adjustments to their respective teaching style and repertoire. They spelt out unfamiliar or complex terms and they (or John’s sighted peers) read aloud everything that was being written on, or projected onto, the white board. They (or John’s sighted peers) also gave a detailed description of any visual aids being used—such as pictures, tables, graphs, pie charts, etc. These easy-to-implement adjustments enabled John to follow, and fully participate in, all his French sessions; he was able, like his sighted peers, to fully engage with the T/L materials used during the lessons. One should emphasize that ‘this approach of receiving input both visually and aurally is highly beneficial to all students, as it helps those whose preferred learning strategy is an aural one’ (Lewin-Jones and Hodgson, 2004, 34).

Both French tutors also rearranged the seating plan on a regular basis so that John may work with several of his sighted peers. Indeed, ‘the concern here has to be to avoid the isolation of the student. There may be a tendency towards over-reliance on the LSW, who can become an […] electric fence if they are always working with the student and preventing others from doing so’ (Hodgson and Lewin-Jones, 2007). This simple change made a significant difference and ensured inclusiveness.

Last but not least, John’s French tutors very quickly realised that the most valuable source of information is John himself: he is the “expert” (Orsini-Jones, 2009, 30) – he knows how he learns best. Hence several meetings being arranged with John, Beth and the French course leader. The latter fully concurs with Hodgson and Lewin-Jones who state that ‘the student's learning preferences have to be reviewed and understood before any modifications are made to the assessment pattern’ (2007).

**Differentiation by resource**

**Email attachments**

The French course leader decided in 2004 that (1) every French assignment would be made available on, and should be downloaded from, the University’s Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) and (2) students would submit all their written assignments as email attachments. It was also decided that all written class activities would be concurrently typed by a student, then saved as a Word document on the French tutor’s memory stick. Within 24 hours, the latter member of staff would electronically send the meaningfully-labelled file (such as ‘FRE2005-France-contemporaine-exercise1-page-16-22-may-2009’) to the relevant cohort. It should be noted that these files benefit all sighted learners; the latter can fully concentrate on, and fully engage in, their class activities instead of taking (rarely error-free) notes. As for John, receiving an electronic, Jaws compatible version of all the activities completed in class enables him to revisit, on his own, the tasks that he needs to, whenever he wishes to. This very ‘reasonable adjustment’ enables him to be self-reliant.

**Qwizdom and WimbaCreate**

In MFL, because students’ frequent exposure to written texts is central to the development of their accuracy, many valuable, traditional, ‘sighted’ activities are therefore used in class. Hence, the French course leader had to design several alternative activities with a view to not increasing John’s dependency on sighted individuals. Some tasks were designed with WimbaCreate (a Microsoft Word add-on for converting Word documents into accessible web pages), others with Qwizdom (a
user-friendly handheld electronic voting system, whose radio frequency handsets have numeric keys easy to distinguish by touch).

Thanks to the latter electronic voting system, an extremely valuable written task (‘spot the grammar and spelling mistakes’) was converted into a listening comprehension activity. Since ‘recorded texts or dialogues may not address orthography, [and that] audio formats should therefore be supplemented with activities that address this’ (Hamilton et al., 2006), the French course leader asked her students to listen to five sentences recorded by native speakers: one in English, followed by four possible translations in French. In each of the four latter possibilities, one of the words had been spelt out letter by letter and only one of these four words was accurate (Appendix, image 1). Students had to use the numeric keypad of their Quizdom handset to indicate their answers. This ‘Who wants to be a millionaire?’ style quiz enabled all students, whether VI or not, to participate on an equal footing. It did enable John to impress all his sighted peers—indeed, “listening […] tasks do not normally present […] blind students with any major problems” (Orsini-Jones, 2009, 30). Conversely, the latter students found the exercise very useful but considerably more challenging than when offered visual clues. This non-discriminatory activity undoubtedly enabled John’s sighted fellow-students to gain a better understanding of the challenges faced by a non-sighted student, and, ultimately, to empathise with him.

Another valuable, formally assessed task that all year two students must complete is a web project which requires designing a website about a well-known French-speaking individual. Once again, an alternative, Jaws-compatible tool had to be found to enable John to design a website on his own. The French team heeded the advice of the Head of Learning Technology and Media and therefore opted for WimbaCreate. As the latter web authoring tool is very user-friendly (John could use it on his own after a mere 20-minute training session with the Head of Learning Technology and Media), John’s sighted peers were asked to use it as well (a training session, tailor-made to the French tutors’ requirements, was provided). In terms of design, functionality, and navigation, the quality of students’ websites is noticeably better than prior to the introduction of WimbaCreate because the latter automatically generates a left hand menu with a list of hyperlinked headings (Appendix, images 2 and 3).

As explained above, the French tutors had to search for, and use, a Jaws compatible T/L tool because of John’s impairment, but the user-friendliness of this Microsoft Word add-on proved beneficial to all learners. It is worth noting, as Orsini-Jones, Courtney, and Dickinson so rightly observed, that ‘creating accessible web pages benefits all students, not just the disabled ones’ (2005, 149).

**Differentiation by task**

**Formal assessment**

As, without adjustments to (some of the French) formal assignments, ‘it is inevitable that the disabilities of disabled students would be measured, not their academic achievements’ (Konur, 2002, 131), formal assessment constitutes another area which the French tutors had to look into. As Orsini-Jones, Courtney, and Dickinson aptly pointed out (2005, 149), a non-sighted student takes at least twice as long as his/her sighted peers to complete computer-based assessment (CBA). Consequently, John qualified for some extended time; he completed all his CBAs in a separate, suitably equipped room so that the sound made by Jaws and/or by Beth talking to John and acting as an invigilator may not disturb his sighted peers.
As for marking, when reading John’s first written assignment in French, because his tutors were unable to assess whether (some of) his linguistic errors stemmed from the limitations of his onscreen reader or from his own carelessness, they had to seek advice. Because of the unavailability of appropriate in-house expertise on Jaws, the French course leader arranged a meeting with a trainer from a local company supplying equipment to, and training, VI as well as non-sighted individuals. Knowing about Jaws’ main functionalities prompted John’s tutors to decide that the relevant currently-used marking schemes did not need to be altered for John. Differential marking was not introduced because, like any of his sighted peers, John could use his software’s inbuilt spell checker. As Lewin-Jones and Hodgson aptly warn tutors, ‘the issue of quality is crucial’ (2007)- a note of caution already sounded in 2006 by Hamilton et al.: tutors ‘should hold the same high standards for blind students as he or she would for all of the students in the class’. Academic standards should not be diluted.

**Returning assignments and providing feedback and feed forward**

As Meyer, Haywood, Sachdev and Faraday aptly note, it is ‘important for teachers to provide pupils with adequate feedback on their homework since this improves pupils’ confidence in working independently and may allow pupils to develop the reflective aspect of independent learning’ (2008). They further explain that adequate feedback is ‘important for independent learning because it allows pupils to understand the standard of performance expected of them, to monitor their own performance, and to know what they can do to improve’ (2008).

Until John’s enrolment, French assignments had always been returned with a paper cover sheet providing students with (1) marking criteria and (2) an extensive list of positive comments as well as task-specific action points; tutors would circle/tick each of the relevant pieces of information. However, as the latter cover sheets were not Jaws compliant, the French course leader had to find an alternative. The Northampton Business School’s e-Learning Development and IT Support Manager provided her with a template that enabled her to create many task-specific questionnaire-style cover sheets.

Tutors must tick all the relevant comments and advice for improvement, then click on the “submit” button (Appendix, images 4, 5 and 6). A Jaws-compliant email containing all the carefully ticked comments/suggestions is automatically generated (Appendix, image 7) and sent to the relevant marking tutor- who forwards a copy to the appropriate student. As a result of this ‘reasonable adjustment’, John can, like any of his sighted fellow-students and whenever necessary, access his tutors’ comments and suggestions for improvement. This enables him to reflect upon his tutors’ advice and take charge of his own learning, ie be even more independent as a language learner.

**Conclusions and recommendations**

Orsini-Jones warns tutors that ‘there […] exists a certain tension between the reasonable anticipatory adjustments that lecturers can put into place and the necessary ad hoc ones that will be needed for a disabled student with very specific needs’ (2009, 25). Tension will be even greater, and creating an inclusive T/L atmosphere even more difficult (if not impossible) if all stakeholders (academic, administrative, technical and support staff, but also disabled as well as non-disabled students) do not embark on a “collaborating learning journey” Orsini-Jones, 2009, 25). A ‘can do’ approach must be adopted- and fostered- by all.
Hence, almost three years after the beginning of their challenging T/L journey, here is the French tutors’ list of recommendations:

- tutors should enlist sighted learners as partners in the T/L process so as to ‘maximize VI students’ opportunities to interact with other [sighted] students’ (Penman and Ricci, 2009), thereby promoting inclusion;
- tutors should listen to the SEN student’s voice (Lewin-Jones and Hodgson, 2004, 36);
- tutors should ‘be aware of overcompensating for the VI student to the detriment of the remaining students’ (Lewin-Jones and Hodgson, 2004, 35);
- ‘staff teaching [non-sighted students] should be given extra time for the preparation of both classes and tests/exams’ (Orsini-Jones, Courtney, and Dickinson, 2005, 149);
- appropriate training should be offered to both staff and LSAs and
- as ‘in terms of teaching foreign languages to learners with SEN, there is often little sharing of experience of good practice, […] within many [European] member states’ (Stevens and Marsh, 2005, 111) and as the same applies to UK HEIs ((Penman and Ricci, 2009), the launch of a free digital TV channel (similar to Teachers TV) would be timely; the channel would have its own dedicated website with video clips of practitioners’ examples of good T/L practice.

The European Language Portfolio for the Blind and Visually Impaired (ELPBVI) should very soon provide MFL tutors with much needed information on (1) ‘the specific needs of the blind and visually impaired learners’ aged 16 onwards (Schneider, 2008) as well as (2) suitable T/L approaches (for example ‘non-visual learning methods’ (Schneider, 2008)).

Needless to say that it has been a steep learning curve for the French tutors concerned. However, two points are worth noting:

(1) without the ad hoc, sometimes time-consuming, ‘reasonable adjustments’ implemented, John’s T/L environment could not have been as supportive, enabling, and inclusive and his independent learning skills could not have been fostered/ further developed- and he would not have passed French.

(2) thanks to John’s specific additional needs, the French tutors had to ‘think outside the box’. Hence, they fully agree with Lewin-Jones and Hodgson’s conclusion: ‘developing differentiation strategies for including students with severe VI has led to our tutors reflecting on their teaching styles, which has been […] challenging [but also] stimulating’ (2007)- and beneficial to all students, whether sighted or not. The French tutors therefore concur with McEwan, Cairncross and MacLean who, already in 2003, stated that ‘what initially appears to require a radical rethink in our approach actually only requires a commitment to emerging best practice’ (1).
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Appendix

1. we are pleased you are interested in our very latest products

A) nous sommes heureux de votre intérêt dans vos nouveaux produits
B) nous sommes heureux de votre intérêt que vous portez à tous nos nouveaux produits
C) nous sommes heureux de l'intérêt que vous portez à nos tout nouveaux produits
D) nous sommes contents de l'intérêt que vous portez à nos tout nouveaux produits

Image 1: activity designed for Qwizdom

Table des matières
1. Les raisons de mon choix
2. Les points importants de sa biographie
3. Ses traits de caractère
4. Ce que disent les médias : en bien
5. Ce que disent les médias : en mal
6. Comparaison avec une personnalité frontonnique
7. Références

Source : http://www.images.google.co.uk

Image 2: web project designed with WimbaCreate (a)
Image 3: web project designed with WimbaCreate (b)

Image 4: questionnaire-style feedback to students (a)
Part 1: Commentary in French:

Language quality

- Excellent.
- Very good.
- Good.
- Some flaws.
- Serious flaws.
- Clear fail.

Advice on language. Check

- Vocabulary is appropriate; use a dictionary.
- Register; too informal at times.
- Spelling; use a dictionary or spell checker.
- Word order.

Image 5: questionnaire-style feedback to students (b)

Advice on language. Revise other.

- Gender.
- Verb with preposition such as, in French, de, a, with a grave accent.
- Passive voice.
- Direct pronouns such as, in French, je, la, les.
- Indirect pronouns such as, in French, lui, leur.

Part 2: Online tasks

Quality

- Excellent.
- Very good.
- Good.
- Some flaws.
- Serious flaws.
- Clear fail.
- Some tasks not completed.

Image 6: questionnaire-style feedback to students (c)
Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
(French.tutor@northampton.ac.uk) on Tuesday, July 24, 2007 at 15:36:00

**Student name:** Jim

**Part 1. Summary Writing. Quality:** Very good
**Part 1. Summary Writing. Length:** Appropriate

**Part 2. Commentary in French. Content quality:** Excellent
**Part 2. Commentary in French. Length:** Too long

**Part 2. Commentary in French. Advice on content:** Justify your viewpoints. Do not repeat the same idea twice. One example per idea is enough.

**Part 2. Commentary in French. Language quality:** Some flaws

**Part 2. Commentary in French. Advice on language. Check:** Spelling; use a dictionary or spell checker. Word order.


**Part 2. Commentary in French. Advice on language. Revise tenses:** Future, Imperfect. Indirect pronouns such as, in French, lui, leur.


**Part 2. Commentary in French. Advice on language. Revise other:** Gender.

**Part 2. Commentary in French. Advice on language. Revise other:** Passive voice.

**Part 3: Online tasks. Quality:** Very good

---

**Image 7:** JAWS-compliant email generated by feedback/feed forward form